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Jenevra Wetmore is serving at the Missisquoi River Basin Association (MRBA) and the Upper Missisquoi and 
Trout Rivers Wild and Scenic Committee (VTWSR) this year. Most recently Jenevra had the pleasure of 
attending conferences centered around water quality: The Lake Between and Watersheds United Vermont. 
For her service with the MRBA, Jenevra has been assisting with grant applications, collecting water samples 
at 24 different La Rosa sites, and preparing for tree plantings coming up this summer. The MRBA is in its 15th 
year of sampling for the La Rosa partnership, a statewide effort facilitated by the Agency of Natural Resources 
that is bent on gathering data about our surface waters in order to find out where to allocate conservation 
efforts. Jenevra’s role in participating in this program is to collect water samples (monthly, with three rain 
events), as well as consult past sampling maps, GIS data, and Google Earth, in order to figure out where to 
put more sampling sites. As a result of monitoring surface waters in the Mississquoi River Basin, Jenevra is 
now organizing three different tree plantings as a part of a pollution prevention grant: one planting in a 
tributary to the Mississquoi and two plantings directly on the river. As a part of an education and outreach 
grant that was awarded to the MRBA, Jenevra has been interviewing farmers for conservation and 
stewardship success stories in order to share these stories via the website and a series of postcards. Sharing 
the stories of the successes of conservation efforts will help other people who share the river to conserve 
their land as well. When a farmer shares a story that is not a “success story”, Jenevra visits the farm to 
investigate and brainstorm about what can be done to fix the problem.   For her service in VTWSR, Jenevra 
completely redesigned the organizations newsletter while she was writing the most recent publication. She 
has been highlighting success stories on the website for community grants that VTWSR gives out to 
community members; the stipulation for these grants being that they benefit the river while also maintaining 
community values. Lastly, Jenevra has been preparing for a community sojourn down the entire length of the 
Wild & Scenic Trout and Missisquoi Rivers. Nothing like a good paddle down the river to celebrate their 
beauty! Keep up the wonderful service for our surface waters, Jenevra. 


